
What is the GTAM - Global Technical Assistance Mechanism for Nutrition?     

A common global approach endorsed by over 40 Global Nutrition Cluster partners to provide systematic, predictable, timely 

and coordinated nutrition technical support to countries in order to meet the nutrition rights and needs of people affected by 

emergencies.  The GTAM is co-led by UNICEF as the Cluster Lead Agency & World Vision.   

   

What are the GTAM Consultant Rosters?       

The GTAM has established rosters of vetted consultants to support actors working in emergencies to source technical expertise 

quickly. There are five (5) different rosters, each covering a specific technical area:     
- Community Management of Acute Malnutrition (CMAM)    

- Infant and Young Child Feeding in emergencies (IYCF-E)    

- Micronutrient supplementation in emergencies     

- Integrated nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive interventions     

- Needs assessment and analysis for nutrition outcomes    

    

► USING THE GTAM CONSULTANT ROSTERS SERVICE:     

Who can use the GTAM Consultant Rosters?      
Any partner, agency, cluster, sector or technical working group in country identifying a need for Nutrition staff support.  

   

How to place a request to the GTAM Consultant Rosters?     

Send an email to gtamroster@unicef.org with the GTAM Consultant Rosters request form filled in and the consultancy ToRs. 

All usual interlocutors from the global level (Tech RRT, GNC, GNC HelpDesks, UNICEF HQs) can also receive the request; they 

will redirect it automatically to the GTAM Consultant Rosters Manager.    

   

The GTAM Consultant Rosters Manager will enter in contact with the requestor to fine tune the request and recommend a list of 

suitable candidates with their CVs and sample of works.     

 

Who are the consultants recommended by the GTAM Consultant Rosters?    

Each application to the rosters undergo a thorough selection process that may include screening of candidate CV, review of the 

provided work samples, contacting references for additional information, conducting interviews or other activities as deemed 

necessary in each particular case.        

After the recommendation of candidates by the GTAM Consultant Rosters Manager, the requestor will continue the usual 

internal recruitment process (select appropriate candidate, discuss the job offer, conduct background check, etc…).   

 

► APPLYING TO THE GTAM CONSULTANT ROSTERS:     

I am interested in doing consultancies, why should I apply for the GTAM Consultant Rosters?   

Being part of the rosters means that your profile went through a thorough vetting process and is available to more than 40 

NGOs and UN agencies worldwide which are regularly looking for consultants.      
 

How can I apply to be a part of the GTAM Consultant Rosters?     

The applications for the rosters will be open again from April 2020. Once a person is placed in a roster, he/she will remain 

there for up to 36 months, unless requested to remove him/her earlier.    
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For more information write to gtamroster@unicef.org 


